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 τ,
 1. Words and Assumptions

 he Greeks regarded sexual enjoyment as the area of life in which
 the goddess Aphrodite was interested, as Ares was interested in war
 and other deities in other activities. Sexual intercourse was aphrodisia,
 'the things of Aphrodite.' Sexual desire could be denoted by general
 words for 'desire,' but the obsessive desire for a particular person was
 eros, 'love' in the sense which it has in our expressions 'be in love
 with...' ieran) and 'fall in love with...' ierasthenai). Eros, like all
 powerful emotional forces, but more consistently than most, was
 personified and deified; treated by some early poets as a cosmic force
 older than Aphrodite, occasionally (though not often) alleged to be her
 son, he was most commonly thought of as her minister or agent, to the
 extent that she could, when she wished (as in Euripides' Hippolytus),
 cause X to fall in love with Y.

 At some time in the latter part of the fifth century Prodicus
 defined eros as 'desire doubled'; eros doubled, he said, was madness.1
 Both philosophical and unphilosophical Greeks treated sexual desire
 as a response to the stimulus of visual beauty, which is reasonable
 enough; rather more surprisingly, they also treated eros as a strong
 response to great visual beauty, a response which may be intensified
 by admirable or lovable qualities in the desired person but is not in
 the first instance evoked by those qualities. Plato finds it philosophi
 cally necessary in Phaedrus and Symposium to treat eros as a response
 to beauty;but even Plato shows his awareness elsewhere (Rep. 474DE)
 that superior visual stimuli from Ζ do not necessarily make X fall out
 of love with Y.2

 Eros generates philia, 'love'; the same word can denote milder
 degrees of affection, just as 'my philoi' can mean my friends or my
 inner-most family circle, according to context. For the important
 question 'Do you love me?' the verb used is philein, whether the
 question is put by a youth to a girl as their kissing becomes more
 passionate3 or by a father to his son as an anxious preliminary to a
 test of filial obedience."
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 Δ. Inhibition

 Our own culture has its myths about the remote past, and one
 myth that dies hard is that the 'invention' of sexual guilt, shame and
 fear by the Christians destroyed a golden age of free, fearless, pagan
 sexuality. That most pagans were in many ways less inhibited than
 most Christians is undeniable. Not only had they a goddess specially
 concerned with sexual pleasure; their other deities were portrayed in
 legend as enjoying fornication, adultery and sodomy. A pillar sur
 mounted by the head of Hermes and adorned with an erect penis stood
 at every Athenian front-door; great models of the erect penis were
 borne in procession at festivals of Dionysus, and it too was personi
 fied as the tirelessly lascivious Phales.5 The vase-painters often
 depicted sexual intercourse, sometimes masturbation (male or female)
 and fellatio, and in respect of any kind of sexual behaviour Aristophanic
 comedy appears to have had total license of word and act. A century
 ago there was a tendency to explain Aristophanic obscenity by positing
 a kind of dispensation for festive occasions which were once fertility
 rituals, but this has no relevance to the vase-painters, nor, indeed,
 to the iambic poets of the archaic period, Archilochus and Hipponax,
 in whom no vestige of inhibition is apparent.

 There is, however, another side of the coin. Sexual intercourse
 was not permitted in the temples or sanctuaries of deities (not even of
 deities whose sexual enthusiasm was conspicuous in mythology), and
 regulations prescribing chastity or formal purification after intercourse
 played a part in many Greek cults. Homeric epic, for all its unquestion
 ing acceptance of fornication as one of the good things of life, is
 circumspect in vocabulary, and more than once denotes the male
 genitals by aidos, 'shame,' 'disgrace.' Serious poetry in the early
 classical poetry was often direct in what it said, but preserved a
 certain level of dignity in the ways of saying it; even when Pindar
 states tne parentage οι castor in terms οι lynaareus ejaculation into

 Leda, his style has the highest poetic credentials.6 Poets (notably
 Homer) sometimes describe interesting and agreeable activities -
 cooking, mixing wine, stabbing an enemy through a chink in his armour —
 in meticulous detail, but nowhere is there a comparable description of
 the mechanisms of sexual activity. Prose literature, even on medical
 subjects, is euphemistic ('be with ...' is a common way of saying
 'have sexual intercourse with...'), and can degenerate into coyness,
 as when 'we all know what' is substituted for 'the genitals' in a list
 of the bodily organs which convey pleasurable sensations.7 The fourth
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 century orators show some skill in insinuating allegations of sexual
 misconduct and simultaneously suggesting that both the speaker's
 sense of propriety and the jury's would be outraged by a plain state
 ment of the facts; when a coarse word is unavoidable, they make a
 show of reluctance to utter it.8 By the late fourth century, the obscene
 words which had been so lavishly used by Aristophanes and his con
 temporaries had been almost entirely excluded from comedy; Aristotle,
 commenting on this, calls the old style aiskhrologia, 'speaking what
 is shameful (disgraceful, ugly).'9

 Linguistic inhibition, then, was observably strengthened in the

 course of the classical period; and at least in some art-forms, inhibition
 extended also to content. These are data which do not fit the popular
 concept of a guilt-free or shame-free sexual morality, and require
 explanation. Why so many human cultures use derogatory words as
 synonyms of 'sexual' and reproach sexual prowess while praising
 prowess in (e.g.) swimming and riding, is a question which would take
 us to a remote level of speculation. Why the Greeks did so is a ques
 tion which can at least be related intelligibly to the structure of Greek
 society and to Greek moral schemata which have no special bearing on
 sex.

 3. Segregation and Adultery

 As far as was practicable (cf. § 7), Greek girls were segregated
 from boys and brought up at home in ignorance of the world outside the
 home; one speaker in court seeks to impress the jury with the respecta
 bility of his family by saying that his sister and nieces are 'so well
 brought up that they are embarrassed in the presence even of a man
 who is a member of the family.10 Married young, perhaps at fourteen11
 (and perhaps to a man twenty years or more her senior), a girl ex
 changed confinement in her father's house for confinement in her
 husband's. When he was invited out, his children might be invited with
 him, but not his wife;12 and when he had friends in, she did not join
 the company. Shopping seems to have been a man's job, to judge from
 references in comedy,13 and slaves could be sent on other errands
 outside the house. Upholders of the proprieties pronounced the front
 door to be the boundaries of a good woman's territory.14

 Consider now the situation of an adolescent boy growing up in
 such a society. Every obstacle is put in the way of his speaking to the
 girl next door; it may not be easy for him even to get a glimpse of her.
 Festivals, sacrifices and funerals, for which women and girls did
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 come out in public, provided the occasion for seeing and being seen.
 They could hardly afford more than that, for there were too many people
 about, but from such an occasion (both in real life and in fiction) an

 intrigue could be set on foot, with a female slave of respectable age
 as the indispensable go-between.15

 In a society which practices segregation of the sexes, it is
 likely that boys and girls should devote a good deal of time and in
 genuity to defeating society, and many slaves may have co-operated
 with enthusiasm. But Greek laws were not lenient towards adultery,
 and moikheia, for which we have no suitable translation except 'adul
 tery,' denoted not only the seduction of another man's wife, but also
 the seduction of his widowed mother, unmarried daughter, sister, niece,
 or any other woman whose legal guardian he was.16 The adulterer could
 be prosecuted by the offended father, husband or guardian; alternative
 ly, if caught in the act, he could be killed, maltreated, or imprisoned
 by force until he purchased his freedom by paying heavy compensation.
 A certain tendency to regard women as irresponsible and ever ready
 to yield to sexual temptation (see § 5) relieved a cuckolded husband
 of a sense of shame or inadeauacv and made him willing to seek the

 co-operation of his friends in apprehending an adulterer,17 just as he
 would seek their co-operation to defend himself against fraud, en
 croachment, breach of contract, or any other threat to his property.
 The adulterer was open to reproach in the same way, and to the same
 extent, as any other violator of the laws protecting the individual
 citizen against arbitrary treatment by other citizens. To seduce a
 woman of citizen status was more culpable than to rape her, not only
 because rape was presumed to be unpremeditated but because seduction
 involved the capture of her affection and loyalty;18 it was the degree
 of offense against the man to whom she belonged, not her own feelings,
 which mattered.

 It naturally follows from the state of the law and from the at
 titudes and values implied by segregation that an adolescent boy who
 showed an exceptional enthusiasm for the opposite sex could be
 regarded as a potential adulterer and his propensity discouraged just
 as one would discourage theft, lies and trickery, while an adolescent
 boy who blushed at the mere idea of proximity to a woman was praised
 as sophron, 'right-minded,' i.e. unlikely to do anything without reflect
 ing first whether it might incur punishment, disapproval, dishonour or
 other undesirable consequences.
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 4. Commercial Sex

 Greek society was a slave-owning society, and a female slave
 was not in a position to refuse the sexual demands of her owner or of
 anyone else to whom he granted the temporary use of her. Large cities,
 nntnhlv Athens also hart a hie nnnnlatinn of resident aliens and

 these included women who made a living as prostitutes, on short-term
 relations with a succession of clients, or as hetairai, who endeavoured

 to establish long-term relations with wealthy and agreeable men. Both
 aliens and citizens could own brothels and stock them with slave

 prostitutes. Slave-girls and alien girls who took part in men's parties
 as dancers or musicians could also be mauled and importuned in a
 manner which might cost a man his life if he attempted it with a woman
 of citizen status. In an instructive scene at the close of Aristophanes'
 Thesmophoriazusae (1160-1231) Euripides, disguised as an old woman,
 distracts the attention of a policeman with the help of a pretty dancing
 girl; for a drachma, the policeman is allowed to have intercourse with
 the girl, but it is the 'old woman,' not the girl, who strikes the bargain,
 exactly as if it were a matter of paying rent for use of an inanimate
 object.

 It was therefore easy enough to purchase sexual satisfaction,
 and the richer a man was the better provision he could make for him
 self. But money spent on sex was money not spent on other things,
 and there seems to have been substantial agreement on what were
 proper or improper items of expenditure. Throughout the work of the
 Attic orators, who offer us by far the best evidence on the moral
 standards which it was prudent to uphold in addressing large juries
 composed of ordinary citizens, it is regarded as virtuous to impoverish
 oneself by gifts and loans to friends in misfortune (for their daughters'
 dowries, their fathers' funerals, and the like), by ransoming Athenian
 citizens taken prisoner in war, and by paying out more than the re
 quired minimum in the performance of public duties (the upkeep of a
 warship, for example, or the dressing and training of a chorus at a
 festival). This kind of expenditure was boasted about and treated as
 a claim on the gratitude of the community.19 On the other hand, to
 'devour an inheritance' by expenditure on one's own consumption was
 treated as disgraceful.20 Hence gluttony, drunkenness and purchased
 sexual relations were classified together as 'shameful pleasures';
 Demosthenes21 castigates one of his fellow-ambassadors for 'going
 round buying prostitutes and fish' with the money he had corruptly
 received. When a young man fell in love, he might well fall in love with
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 a hetaira or a slave, since his chances of falling in love with a girl
 of citizen status were so restricted, and to secure the object of his
 love he would need to purchase or ransom her. A close association be
 tween eros and extravagance therefore tends to be assumed, especially
 in comedy; a character in Menander22 says, 'No one is so parsimonious
 as not to make some sacrifice of his property to Eros.' More than three
 centuries earlier, Archilochus23 put the matter in characteristically
 violent form when he spoke of wealth accumulated by long labour
 'pouring down into a whore's guts.' A fourth-century litigant24 venom
 ously asserts that his adversary, whose tastes were predominantly
 homosexual, has 'buggered away all his estate.'

 We have here another reason for the discouragement and disap
 pruvttl U1 «UAUclI tîIlUlUSlttSIIl ill lllti ctUUltîSUtîIlL, IL Wαθ StîtîII cl» pitiStillL

 ing a threat that the family's wealth would be dissipated in ways other
 than those which earned honour and respect from the community. The
 idea that one has a right to spend one's own money as one wishes (or
 a right to do anything which detracts from one's health and physical
 fitness) is not Greek, and would have seemed absurd to a Greek. He
 had only the rights which the law of his city explicitly gave him; no
 right was inalienable, and no claim superior to the city's.

 5. Resistance

 Living in a fragmented and predatory world, the inhabitants of a
 Greek city-state, who could never afford to take the survival of their
 community completely for granted, attached great importance to the

 !..

 U[UCll 1 tlCO icquiicu \J1 a iSUluici . ιιυι umj VV/ ouv/ugLii uiiu , u>

 which men are normally superior to women, but also to the endurance
 of hunger, thirst, pain, fatigue, discomfort and disagreeably hot or
 cold weather. The ability to resist and master the body's demands for
 nourishment and rest was normally regarded as belonging to the same
 moral category as the ability to resist sexual desire. Xenophon de
 scribes the chastity of King Agesilaus together with his physical
 toughness,25 and elsewhere26 summarises 'lack of self-control' as the
 inability to hold out against 'hunger, thirst, sexual desire and long
 hours without sleep.' The reasons for this association are manifold:
 the treatment of sex — a treatment virtually inevitable in a slave
 owning society — as a commodity, and therefore as something which
 the toughest and most frugal men will be able to cut down to a mini
 mum; the need for a soldier to resist the blandishments of comfort (for
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 if he does not resist, the enemy who does will win), to sacrifice him
 self as an individual entirely, to accept pain and death as the price
 to be paid for the attainment of a goal which is not easily quantified,
 the honour of victory; and the inveterate Greek tendency to conceive
 of strong desires and emotional states as forces which assail the soul
 from the outside. To resist is manly and 'free'; to be distracted by
 immediate pleasure from the pursuit of honour through toil and suffering
 is to be a 'slave' to the forces which 'defeat' and 'worst' one's own

 personality.
 Here is a third reason for praise of chastity in the young, the

 encouragement of the capacity to resist, to go without, to become the
 sort of man on whom the community depends for its defence. If the
 segregation and legal and administrative subordination of women
 received their original impetus from the fragmentation of the early
 Greek world into small, continuously warring states, they also gave an
 impetus to the formation of certain beliefs about women which served
 as a rationalization of segregation and no doubt affected behaviour to
 the extent that people tend to behave in the ways expected of them.
 Just as it was thought masculine to resist and endure, it was thought
 femine to yield to fear, desire and impulse. 'Now you must be a man;'
 says Demeas to himself as he tries to make up his mind to get rid of
 his concubine,27 'Forget your desire, fall out of love;'Women in comedy
 are notoriously unable to keep off the bottle, and in tragedy women are
 regarded as naturally more prone than men to panic, uncontrollable
 grief, jealousy and spite. It seems to have been believed not only that
 women enjoyed sexual intercourse more intensely than men,28 but also
 that experience of intercourse put the woman more under the man's
 power than it put him under hers,29 and that if not segregated and
 guarded women would be insatiably promiscuous.

 6. Homosexuality

 It was taken for granted in the Classical period that a man was
 sexually attracted by a good-looking younger male," and no Greek who
 said that he was 'in love' would have taken it amiss if his hearers

 assumed without further enquiry that he was in love with a boy and
 that he desired more than anything to ejaculate in or on the boy's
 body. I put the matter in these coarse and clinical terms to preclude
 any misapprehension arising from modern application of the expression
 'Platonic love' or from Greek euphemism (see below). Xenophon31
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 portrays the Syraeusan tyrant Hiero as declaring that he wants from
 the youth Dailochus, with whom he is in love, 'what, perhaps, the
 nature of man compels us to want from the beautiful.' Aphrodite,
 despite her femininity, is not hostile to homosexual desire, and homo
 sexual intercourse is denoted by the same term, aphrodisia, as hetero
 sexual intercourse." Vase-painting was noticeably affected by the
 homosexual ethos; painters sometimes depicted a naked woman with
 a male waist and hips, as if a woman's body was nothing but a young
 man's body plus breasts and minus external genitals,33 and in many of
 their pictures of heterosexual intercourse from the rear position the
 npnic annpari! (u/Vintpvpp thp naintpr's infpntion) to hp npnptratinir thp

 anus, not the vagina.34

 Why homosexuality — or, to speak more precisely, 'pseudo
 homosexuality,'35 since the Greeks saw nothing surprising in the
 co-existence of desire for boys and desire for girls in the same person —
 obtained so firm and widespread a hold on Greek society, is a difficult
 and speculative question.36 Segregation alone cannot be the answer,
 for comparable segregation has failed to engender a comparable degree
 of homosexuality in other cultures. Why the Greeks of the Classical
 period accepted homosexual desire as natural and normal is a much
 easier question:they did so because previous generations had accepted
 It, ana segregation Ol lllti fcjtîAt;» 111 ttuuico^ciicc luiuncu auu ouotumw

 the acceptance and the practice.

 Money may have enabled the adolescent boy to have plenty of
 sexual intercourse with girls of alien or servile status, but it could
 not give him the satisfaction which can be pursued by his counterpart
 in a society which does not own slaves: the satisfaction of being
 welcomed for his own sake by a sexual partner of equal status. This
 is what the Greek boy was offered by homosexual relations. He was
 probably accustomed (as often happens with boys who do not have the
 cctmpany of girls) to a good deal of homosexual play at the time of
 puberty, and he never heard from his elders the suggestion that one
 was destined to become either 'a homosexual' or 'a heterosexual.'37
 As he grew older, he could seek among his juniors a partner of citizen
 status, who could certainly not be forced and who might be totally
 resistant to even the most disguised kind of purchase. If he was to
 succeed in seducing this boy (or if later, as a mature man, he was to
 seduce a youth), he could do so only by earning hero-worship.38

 This is why, when Greek writers 'idealize' eros and treat the
 physical act as the 'lowest' ingredient in a rich and complex relation
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 ship which comprises mutual devotion, reciprocal sacrifice, emulation,
 and the awakening of sensibility, imagination and intellect, they look
 not to what most of us understand by sexual love but to the desire of
 an older for a younger male and the admiration felt by the younger for
 the older. It is noticeable also that in art and literature inhibitions

 operate in much the same way as in the romantic treatment of hetero
 sexual love in our own tradition. When physical gratification is directly
 referred to, the younger partner is said to 'grant favours' or 'render
 services': but, a preat deal is written ahnnt hnmnspYiml erne frnm which

 the innocent reader would not easily gather that any physical contact
 at all was involved. Aeschines, who follows Aeschylus and Classical
 sentiment generally in treating the relation between Achilles and
 Patroclus in the Iliad as homoerotic, commends Homer for leaving it to
 'the educated among his hearers' to perceive the nature of the relation
 from the extravagant grief expressed by Achilles at the death of
 Patroclus.39 The vase-painters very frequently depict the giving of
 presents by men to boys and the 'courting' of boys (a mild term for an
 approach which includes putting a hand on the boy's genitals), but
 their pursuit of the subject to the stage of erection, let alone penetra
 tion, in a variety of positions, is commonplace.

 We also observe in the field of homosexual relations the opera
 tion of the 'dual standard of morality' which so often characterizes
 societies in which segregation of the sexes is minimal.41 If a Greek
 admitted that he was in love with a boy, he could expect sympathy and
 encouragement from his friends, and if it was known that he had at
 tained his goal, envy and admiration. The boy, on the other hand, was
 praised if he retained his chastity, and he could expect strong disap
 proval if he was thought in any way to have taken the initiative in
 attracting a lover. The probably implication is that neither partner
 would actually say anything about the physical aspect of their relation
 ship to anyone else,42 nor would they expect any question about it to
 be put to them or any allusion to it made in their presence.

 7. Class and Status

 Once we have accepted the universality of homosexual relations
 in Greek society as a fact, it surprises us to learn that if a man had

 at any time in his life prostituted himself to another man for money he
 was debarred from exercising his political rights.43 If he was an alien,
 he had no political rights to exercise, and was in no way penalized for
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 living as a male prostitute, so long as he paid the prostitution tax
 levied upon males and females alike.44 It was therefore not the physical
 act per se which incurred penalty, but the incorporation of the act in
 a certain deliberately chosen role which could only be fully defined
 with reference to the nationality and status of the participants.

 This datum illustrates an attitude which was fundamental to

 Greek society. They tended to believe that one's moral character is
 formed in the main by the circumstances in which one lives: the wealthy
 man is tempted to arrogance and oppression, the poor man to robbery
 and fraud, the slave to cowardice and petty greed. A citizen compelled
 oy great ana suaaen economic misiortune to ao worn 01 a κιηα normally

 done by slaves was shamed because his assumption of a role which
 so closely resembled a slave's role altered his relationship to his
 fellow-citizens.45 Since prostitutes were usually slaves or aliens, to
 play the role of a prostitute was, as it were, to remove oneself from
 the citizen-body, and the formal exclusion of a male prostitute from
 the rights of a citizen was a penalty for disloyalty to the community
 in his choice of role.

 Prostitution is not easily defined — submission in gratitude for
 gifts, services or help is not so different in kind from submission in
 return for an agreed fee46 — nor was it easily proved in a Greek city,
 unless people were willing (as they were not)47 to come forward and
 testify that they had helped to cause a citizen's son to incur the
 penalty of disenfranchisement. A boy involved in a homosexual relation
 ship absolutely untainted by mercenary considerations could still be
 called a prostitute by his family's enemies, just as the term can be
 ιc^ivicooi^y appiieu njucry uy uimicnuij ucignuuuio υι uiuiguuni ^αινπιο

 to a girl who sleeps with a lover. He could also be called effeminate;
 not always rightly, since athletic success seems to have been a
 a powerful stimulus to his potential lovers, but it is possible (and the
 visual arts do not help us much here) that positively feminine charac
 teristics in the appearance, movements and manner of boys and youths
 played a larger part in the ordinary run of homosexual activity than the
 idealization and romanticisation of the subject in literature indicates.
 There were certainly circumstances in which homosexuality could be
 treated as a substitute for heterosexuality; a comic poet48 says of the
 Greeks who besieged Troy for ten years, 'they never saw a hetaira. . .
 and ended up with arseholes wider than the gates of Troy.' The homo
 sexual courting scene which becomes so common in vase-paintings of
 the sixth Century B.C. — the man touching the face and genitals of the
 boy, the boy indignantly grasping the man's wrists to push them away —
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 first appears in the seventh century as a youth courting a woman.49
 A sixth-century vase in which all of a group of men except one are
 penetrating women shows the odd man out grasping his erect penis
 and approaching, with a gesture of entreaty, a youth — who starts to
 run away.50 In so far as the 'passive partner' in a homosexual act
 takes on himself the role of a woman, he was open to the suspicion,
 like the male prostitute, that he abjured his prescribed role as a future
 soldier and defender of the community.

 The comic poets, like the orators, ridicule individuals for ef
 feminacy, for participation in homosexual activity, or for both to
 gether; at the same time, the sturdy, wilful, roguish characters whom
 »>ν uivx^XII χ »χ xu»/vy|^iitxn*_/C3 txx\^ liwi/ ανυιοο υ*-» iicuiumig cuiu pcucu ciLiug

 good-looking boys when the opportunity presents itself,51 as a sup
 plement to their busy and enjoyable heterosexual programmes. They
 represent a social class which, though in the main solidly prosperous,
 is below the level of most of the people we meet in reading Plato,
 and there is one obvious factor which we should expect to determine
 different sexual attitudes in different classes. The thorough-going
 segregation of women of citizen status was possible only in households
 which owned enough slaves and could afford to confine its womenfolk
 to a leisure enlivened only by the exercise of domestic crafts such as
 weaving and spinning. This degree of segregation was simply not
 possible in poorer families; the women who sold bread and vegetables
 in the market — Athenian women,52 not resident aliens — were not
 segregated, and there must have been plenty of women in the demes
 of the Attic countryside who took a hand in work on the land and
 drove animals to market. No doubt convention required that thev should

 protect each other's virtue by staying in pairs or groups as much as
 they could, but clearly the generalizations which I formulated in § 3
 on the subject of segregation and the obstacles to love-affairs between

 citizens' sons and citizens' daughters lose their validity as one goes
 down the social scale. Where there are love-affairs, both boys and
 girls can have decided views — not enforceable de jure, but very
 important de facto — on whom they wish to marry. The girl in Aristopha
 nes' Εcclesiazusae who waits impatiently for her young man's arrival
 while her mother is out may be much nearer the norm of Athenian life

 than those cloistered ladies who were 'embarrassed by the presence
 even of a male relative.' It would not be discordant with modern ex
 perience to believe that speakers in an Athenian law-court professed,
 and were careful to attribute to the jury, standards of propriety higher
 than the average member of the jury actually set himself.
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 8. Philosophers and Others

 Much Classical Greek philosophy is characterized by contempt
 for sexual intercourse, which the author of the Seventh Letter of
 Plato,53 offended at the traditional association of sex with a deity,
 calls 'the slavish and ugly pleasure wrongly called aphrodisios
 Xenophon's Socrates, although disposed to think it a gift of beneficent
 providence that humans, unlike other mammals, can enjoy sex all the
 year round,54 is wary of troubling the soul over what he regards as
 the minimum needs of the body.55 Virtue reproached Vice, in Prodicus'
 allegory of the choice of Herakles,56 for 'forcing sexual activity before
 [a man] has a need of it.' Antisthenes boasted57 of having intercourse
 only with the most readily available woman (and the least desired by
 other men) 'when my body needs it.' One logical outcome of this at
 titude to sex is exemplified by Diogenes the Cynic, who was alleged
 to have masturbated in public when his penis erected itself,58 as if he
 were scratching a mosquito-bite.59 Another outcome was the doctrine
 (influential in Christianity, but not of Christian origin)60 that a wise
 and virtuous man will not have intercourse except for the purpose of
 procreating legitimate offspring, a doctrine which necessarily pro
 scribes much heterosexual and all homosexual activity.

 Although philosophical preoccupation with the contrast between
 'body' and 'soul' had much to do with these developments, we can
 discern, as the ground from which these philosophical plants sprouted,
 Greek admiration for invulnerability, hostility towards the diversion of
 resources to the pursuit of pleasure, and disbelief in the possibility
 that dissimilar ways of feeling and behaving can be synthesised in the
 same person without detracting from his attainment of the virtues
 expected of a selfless defender of his city. It is also clear that the
 refusal of Greek law and society to treat a woman as a responsible
 person, while on the one hand it encouraged a complacent acceptance
 of prostitution and concubinage, on the other hand led to the classifi
 cation of sexual activity as a male indulgence which could be reduced
 to a minimum by those who were not self-indulgent.61

 Comedy presents a different picture. The speech put into the
 mouth of Aristophanes in Plato's Symposium differs from the speeches
 of the other characters in that work by treating eros as the individual's
 passionate search for the 'other half' of himself (or of herself). This
 view of eros is firmly rejected by Plato,62 who presumably chose
 Aristophanes as its proponent because it seemed to him the view
 which one would expect of a comic poet; and it may have seemed so
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 Classical Greek Attitudes to Sexual Behaviour 71

 to him because comedy looked at sexual behaviour through the eyes
 of the lower middle class (cf. § 7). Certainly in comedy of the late
 fourth century we find much which accords with Plato's Aristophanes,
 notably the remorse of a sensitive young man who realizes that he has
 adopted a 'dual standard' in condemning his wife and excusing him
 self.63 But we have to consider also Aristophanes' Lysistrata, produced

 in 411. There is much fantasy and inconsequentiality in the play,
 more, indeed, than is commonly observed — and the fact that citizens
 rloniorl intoronurso hv thoir wivps arp annarp.nt.lv linahlp to turn thpir

 attention to slaves, prostitutes or boys, or even to masturbation,64
 may be no more than inconsequentiality; Aristophanic comedy easily
 ignores all those aspects of reality which would be inconvenient for
 the development of the comic plot. Yet when every allowance is made
 for that important comic convention, the central idea of the play, that
 a sex-strike by citizens' wives against their husbands can be imagined
 as having so devastating an effect, implies that the marital relation
 ship was much more important in people's actual lives than we would
 have inferred simply from our knowledge of the law and our acquaint
 ance with litigation about property and inheritance; more important,
 too, than could ever be inferred from a comprehensive survey of the
 varieties of sexual experience and attitude which were possible for
 the Greeks.

 University of St. Andrews

 Notes

 Prodicus fr. B7 (Diels-Kranz).

 See for more detailed discussion my article, "Aristophanes' Speech in
 Plato's Symposium," Journal of Hellenic Studies lvi (1966), 41 ff., especial
 ly 48 f.
 Xenophon, Symposium 9.6.
 Aristophanes, Clouds 82.
 Aristophanes, Acharnions 259-279.
 Pindar, Nemean Odes 10.80-82.
 Xenophon, Hiero 1.4.
 E.g. Aeschines i 52.
 Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics 1128a22-25.
 Lysias iii 6.
 E.g. Xenophon, Oeconomicus 7.5.
 Isaeus iii 14 (general statement); Aristophanes, Birds 130-132 bears it out.
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 E.g. Aristophanes, Ecclesiazusae 818-822, Wasps 788-790.
 ' E.g. Menander fr. 592, Euripides fr. 521.
 E.g. Lysias i 8 (an adulterer's designs on a married woman), Theocritus
 2.70-103.

 The law is cited and discussed by Demosthenes xxiii 53-55. Cf. A.R.W.
 Harrison, The Law of Athens, i (Oxford, 1968), 32-38.
 The speaker of Lysias i regards his wife and children as 'shamed' by the
 adulterer but himself as 'wronged.' However, an alternative view seems to
 be expressed in Caltias fr. 1, 'Profit is better than shame; off with the
 adulterer to the inner room!'

 Lysias i 32f.
 E.g. Lysias xix 9f., 'My father, throughout his life, spent more on the
 city than on himself and his family . . . .'
 E.g. Aeschines i 42, on Timarchus' 'devouring of his considerable estate
 . . .because he is a slave to the most shameful pleasures."
 Demosthenes xix 229.

 Menander fr. 198.

 Archilochus fr. 118 (Tarditi) = 142 (Bergk).
 Isaeus χ 25.

 Xenophon, Agesilaus 5.
 Xenophon, Memorabilia iv 5.9.
 Menander, Samia (Austin) 349f.
 Hesiod fr. 275 (Merkelbach and West).

 Cf. Euripides, Troades 665 f., Medea 569-575, fr. 323.
 I have discussed the evidence more fully in "Eros and Nomos," Bulletin
 of the Institute of Classical Studies χ (1964), 31-42.
 Xenophon, Hiero 1.33.
 E.g. Xenophon, Oeconomicus 12.14, Symposium 8.21.
 E.g. J. D. Beazley, Greek Vases in Poland (Oxford, 1928), pi. 19.1, Corpus
 Vasorum Antiquorum, Italy VIII, III Ic 1.38.
 E.g. B. Graef and E. Langlotz, Die antiken Vasen von der Akropolis zu
 Athen i (Berlin, 1925), pi. 85 (no. 1639), 90 (no. 1913).
 Cf. G. Devereux, "Greek Pseudo-Homosexuality and the 'Greek Miracle,'"
 Symbolae Osloenses xlii (1967), 69-92.
 The Greeks never suggested that it originated among 'decadent Asiatics';
 Herodotus i 135 regards the Persians as having learned pederasty from
 the Greeks.

 That is not to say that no one was exclusively or predominantly homo
 sexual; Pausanias and Agathon maintained a relationship that sounds
 rather like a homosexual 'marriage' (Plato, Symposium 193B).
 E.g. [Xenophon], Cynegeticus 12.20 on the efforts of the lover to excel
 when the eyes of his boy are on him.
 Aeschines i 142.

 Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum, Italy III, III He 50.13 (two youths), Italy XL,
 III I 3.2 (group of youths); H. Licht, Sittengeschichte Griechenlands, iii
 (Dresden and Zurich, 1928), figg. 192, 199 (boys).
 See, especially Plato, Symposium 182A-183D.
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 42 No doubt an ungentlemanly lover would boast of success, as suggested by
 Plato, Phaedrus 232A.

 43 Aeschines i passim.
 44 Aeschines i 119 f.
 45 Cf. the embarrassment of the speaker of Demosthenes lvii 44 f. on the

 'servile and humble' function to which his mother had been compelled by
 poverty (she was a wet-nurse).

 46 Cf. Aristophanes, Wealth (='Plutus') 153-159.
 47 Cf. Aeschines i 45 f., on the difficulty of getting Timarchus' lover (or

 client) Misgolas to give evidence.
 48 Eubulus fr. 120.
 49 K. Schefold, Myth and Legend in Early Greek Art (English tr. London,

 1966), pi. 27b.

 50 Corpus Vasorum Antiquorum, Germany XXXI, III Hd 143f.
 51 Aristophanes, Birds 136-143, Knights 1384-1387, Wasps 578.
 52 The bread-woman of Aristophanes, Wasps 1388-1414 is plainly of citizen

 status.

 5 335B; whether the author is Plato or not, does not matter in the present
 context.

 54 Xenophon, Memorabilia i 4.12.
 55 Ibid., i 3.14.
 56 Ibid., ii 1.30.
 57 Xenophon, Symposium 4.38.
 58 Plutarch, De Stoicorum Repugnantiis 1044B.
 59 Socrates was said to have compared Critias' eros for Euthydemus to the

 desire of a pig to rub its itching back against a rock (Xenophon, Memo
 rabilia i 2.30). Democritus fr. Β 127 (Diels-Kranz) is evidence for high
 valuation of scratching rather than low valuation of sex.

 60 Musonius Rufus (p. 63.17ff., Hense) can hardly be supposed to exhibit
 Christian influence.

 61 Modern Christian critics of the 'permissive society' sometimes speak as
 if they really believed (and maybe they do) that an extra-marital sexual
 relationship with a person of the opposite sex is the same sort of experi
 ence as sinking one's teeth into a tender steak.

 62 Plato, Symposium 205DE, 212C, Laws 731D-732B.
 63 Charisius in Menander, Epitrepontes 588-612 (Korte).

 64 However inadequate a substitute for sexual intercourse masturbation may
 be, it is Aristophanes himself, by representing the Athenians and Spartans
 as creeping around in an unremitting state of erection, who forces us to
 ask, 'Why don't they masturbate?' Cf. also Eubulus fr. 120 on the Greeks
 at Troy: 'they masturbated for ten years .. . .'
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